632	QUESTIONS
23.	Account for and illustrate Britain's distrust of the policy of Russia during
the period 1815-78.	(lm '31.)
24.	State what you know of the New Imperialism of the 'seventies and
'eighties.	(uw '32.)
25.	What part did Britain play in " the scramble for Africa "? (Illustrate
with a map.)	(cwb '31.)
26.	Trace the relations between Great Britain and South Africa down to the
outbreak of the South African War.
(LGS '23,  LM '24,   OL '29,   '30,  NUJB '30,   '32,  LM '31,  UW '31.)
27.	What is meant by " Responsible Government" ?    Show how and when
it was gained by either Canada or Australia.	(uw '32.)
28.	Indicate the main objects of British foreign policy between 1880 and
1901.	(lm '25.)
29.	Describe society in the Victorian age as it appears in any Victorian
novelist.	(oc '32.)
30.	What light is thrown on the history of the period by any novel written
before 1878 ?	(oc '31.)
31.	Outline the principal measures affecting education in England during
the nineteenth century.	(lgs '22, '24, ol '32.)
32.	Trace the development of Trade Unions during the latter part of the
nineteenth century.	(lgs '22, '24, lm '24, ol '30, d '31.)
33.	Trace the development of Local Government during the latter part of
the nineteenth century.     (lm '23, '24, lgs '24, ol '30, '32, cl '30,)
34.	Outline the course of franchise reform during the nineteenth century.
(lgs '24, '25, uw '32, ol '32.)
35.	Outline the development in England of factory legislation.
(lm '24, cl '30.)
36.	Mark the chief stages in the development of British colonial policy
during the nineteenth century.	(lm '25.)
37.	Indicate the chief domestic and foreign, including colonial, questions
with which Lord Salisbury had to deal between 1886-92 and 1896-
1902.   Describe his attitude towards any two of them.        (cwb '31.)
38.	Outline the relations between England and France, 1840-1902.
(lm '22, '24.)
39.	Outline the relations between England and Russia during the latter half
of the nineteenth century.	(lm '23.)
40.	Outline the relations between England and Turkey during the latter half
of the nineteenth century	(lm '24.)
41.	Outline the relations between England and China during the nineteenth
century.	^	^	(lm '24.)
42.	Describe some of the improvements in communications effected during
the nineteenth century.	(lgs '24, lm '31.)
43.	Describe and account for the different forms of federation in the countries
of the British Empire at the close of the nineteenth century.    (lm '25.)
44.	Discuss the growth of British power in India during the second half of
the nineteenth century.	(lgs '25.)
45.	What^ points of contrast appear to you the most striking between the
social and economic conditions prevailing at the accession of Victoria
and those which marked the close of her reign ?	(lgs '23.)
46.	In what dangers was Great Britain involved at the end of Victoria's
reign by her isolation from continental affairs ?	(lgs '25.)
4.7. What efforts were made by legislative means to improve the conditions
of the people between 1900 and 1914 ?	(oc '30.)

